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Chernivtsi special

You are so far away but so often in my mind
“I went home with a lot of inspiration and commitment”
Chernivtsi is the place I visited last week. A long journey with
airplane and nighttrain brought me to the Yuriy Fedkovych
Chernivtsi National University. There I met the representatives of
our EANET partners and I enjoyed seeing them all! We
exchanged information and worked on the different challenges we
are confronted with. I think again we made several important
steps to make this project work and to get things done. I went
home with a lot of 
inspiration 
and 
commitment 
to work on this
project with even 
more energy
. Thanks to everyone present! I'm
looking forward to our next meeting and in the meantime will
search for connections
to help our project to become a success!
Greetings!
Martin (also known as the king of karaoke)
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Mary Benjamins delivered the first small
documentary about EANET
In Chernivtsi we saw at both PSC and Training the
documentary Mary made. If you want to see it again and want
to spread it for internal and external stakeholders use the link
below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWOYDBXdJGM&feature=youtu.be
Michael Tuguntke

FACE summer school in Hannover

FACE summer school in Hannover. During our meeting in Chernivtsi I handed over promotion
materials for an entrepreneurial summerschool your students might join. Please hand the
information over to students you think might be able to join.
www.faceeurope.com
Martin (also known as the king of karaoke)
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New personal record for Michael

Never in my life I had 327 likes on a picture I was on, but
thanks to the building behind and especially Maka
Samushia I have a new records ;)
Okay, it is just fun to have likes on a photo but imagine
how big and valuable our network will be when we are
connected.

Michael Tuguntke

“Crazy” entrepreneur from Berlin trained EANET staff
Oliver Schmidt member of Profund joint
EANET staff for dinner during the meeting
in Berlin in November. After that he was so
enthusiastic that he offered his services for
free to our project! Oliver introduced
Effectuation to participants and coached
some teams.
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Size doesn’t matter
Let us create our effect with EANET (
Have a look
)

Michael Tuguntke

Ukrainian Ministry of Education and Science is willing to
strengthen its involvement into EANET
June 4th Martin Haring received an email from Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine.
With this email they would like to inform us that the Ministry of Education and Science of
Ukraine is willing to strengthen its involvement into the EANET Project.
Have a look at this message: 
Involvement Pxx Ministry Ukraine.tiff
Michael Tuguntke
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Participants training EANET held first customer interviews
During the training in Chernivtsi participants were trained in several subjects:
1. Value Proposition Canvas
2. Business Model Canvas
3. Effectuation
4. Customer interview accouring the MOM test of Rob Fitzpatrick (
Prezi
)
Presentations will be available in t
his map of google drive
In the park of the university participant were exercising their new skill on real entrepreneurs.
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To do list for all of us
1. Check “
EANET contactpersons as registered at TEMPUS EACEA
” if still the right person
is registered at EACEA. If you have changes, send them to
eanetcoordinator@gmail.com
before 19615
2. Upload the 
presentation 
you used at PSC 3 to 
Drive before 19615
3. Upload your 
pictures 
of the meeting in Chernivtsi also before
19615 to drive
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Appendix 1
If you follow this 
link
you open a form where you can put the updates you want to share with
your EANET partners.
Send copy via until

Edition
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